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WORKSHEET 2 - AMAZING ANIMALS

1. Match each picture to the correct word.

2. Underline the most appropriate word to complete the dialogue. 
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Snake

Toucan 

Sloth 

Cougar 

Lizard

Condor 

Alligator 

Giant tortoise 

Tapir

Yeah! What is 
your favourite 

animal? My favourite animal is 

(3) red / black and (4) yellow / green.  

It is (5) bigger / smaller 

than a lizard. It is a toucan.   

My favourite (1) animal / fast   

is green and it is smaller than a giant  

tortoise, but is bigger than a lizard. It is  

(2) a condor / an alligator.

Really?
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3. Put the words in the box into the correct group.

4. Match the questions to the answers. 

5. Match the two halves.

leg sloth tail beak rainforest

wing cougar  lake grassland toucan

mountains neck snake lizard rivers    

Animals Animal body parts Animals' habitats

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Which is longer, an alligator or a lizard? 

2. Which is bigger, a cougar or a giant tortoise? 

3. Which is shorter, a monkey's tail or a sloth's tail? 

4. Which is bigger, a condor or a toucan? 

5. Which is faster, a giant tortoise or a cougar?

6. Which is smaller, a lizard's eye or a giant 

tortoise's eye? 

A condor is bigger than a toucan. 

A lizard's eye is smaller than a giant tortoise's eye. 

An alligator is longer than a lizard. 

A cougar is faster than a giant tortoise. 

A giant tortoise is bigger than a cougar.

A sloth's tail is shorter than a monkey's tail. 

1. Don't buy…

2. Put trash…

3. Plant…

4. Recycle and…  

 reuse products.

 trees.

 plastic products.

 in its place.


